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Fault localization, aiming at localizing the root cause of the bug under repair, has been a longstanding research
topic. Although many approaches have been proposed in the last decades, most of the existing studies work at
coarse-grained statement or method levels with very limited insights about how to repair the bug (granularity
problem), but few studies target the finer-grained fault localization. In this paper, we target the granularity
problem and propose a novel finer-grained variable-level fault localization technique. Specifically, the basic
idea of our approach is that fault-relevant variables may exhibit different values in failed and passed test
runs, and variables that have higher discrimination ability have a larger possibility to be the root causes of
the failure. Based on this, we propose a program-dependency-enhanced decision tree model to boost the
identification of fault-relevant variables via discriminating failed and passed test cases based on the variable
values. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented it in a tool called VarDT and
conducted an extensive study over the Defects4J benchmark. The results show that VarDT outperforms the
state-of-the-art fault localization approaches with at least 268.4% improvement in terms of bugs located at
Top-1, and the average improvement is 351.3%.

Besides, to investigate whether our finer-grained fault localization result can further improve the effective-
ness of downstream APR techniques, we have adapted VarDT to the application of patch filtering, where we
use the variables located by VarDT to filter incorrect patches. The results denote that VarDT outperforms
the state-of-the-art PATCH-SIM and BATS by filtering 14.8% and 181.8% more incorrect patches, respectively,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. It also provides a new way of thinking for improving
automatic program repair techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Program bugs are inevitably introduced in programs, which will potentially cause great financial
losses and even disasters. Therefore, fixing bugs timely when they occur is critical. In particular,
the first stage of program debugging is to locate the root cause of bugs under repair, which is an
expensive and labor-intensive process. To facilitate this process, many automatic fault localization
techniques have been proposed [2, 4, 5, 16, 31–33, 44–46, 51, 90] in the last decades, aiming at
providing a list of candidate locations that are most possibly faulty to aid the subsequent program
repair process.
Although great success has been achieved, the mainstream fault localization techniques still

suffer from two major limitations. First, the fault localization precision is low, the state-of-the-art
techniques can only locate about 21% genuine faulty statements as the top-1 returned results [85].
Inaccurate fault localization results can be misleading and increase the risk of generating incorrect
patches due to the incomplete specification [55, 61, 78]. Second, the granularity of existing fault
localization results is still coarse-grained at statement or method levels, which provide few insights
beyond locations related to the root cause for repairing the bug. As a result, even given the genuine
faulty locations, the patch space is still large, which aggravates the problem of generating incorrect
patches. As reported in existing studies [47, 91], when providing genuine faulty statements, the
state-of-the-art automatic program repair (APR) techniques can still repair a small number of bugs
with generating many incorrect patches, significantly affecting the usability of APR techniques. In
this paper, we call these two limitations precision and granularity problems, respectively, in fault
localization.
Over the years, the vast majority of existing studies mainly focus on the precision problem,

and have adopted different techniques, such as mutation testing [52], machine learning [80], deep
learning [41, 42, 48], etc., and incorporated diverse information like test coverage [53], program
dependency [3, 88], code changes [62] and program invariants [6], to improve the precision.
However, most of the studies work at statement or method levels, but few works target the
granularity problem, especially in the scenario of APR. Although some techniques have been
designed at a finer-grained level (e.g., variable level), they are either requiring the intervention of
developers [83, 84] or targeting a particular type of variables [37, 43, 44], making them infeasible
to further promote the effectiveness of downstream APR techniques.
Aiming at significantly improving the effectiveness of fault localization and thus boosting the

subsequent program repair process, in this paper we propose a novel and general fault localization
technique, named VarDT, addressing the granularity problem by effectively identifying the fine-
grained fault-relevant variables via leveraging a program-dependency-enhanced decision tree
model. Intuitively, the basic idea of VarDT is that fault-relevant variables may exhibit different
values in failed and passed test runs, and variables that have higher discrimination ability have
a larger possibility to be the root causes of the failure. According to this intuition, we adopt
the decision tree model to aid the identification of the most fault-relevant variables by building
discrimination models for failed and passed runs using candidate variables. However, since the
number of variables and their value space are usually large in real-world programs, especially in
industry-grade programs, VarDT further incorporates the static program analysis to improve its
scalability and effectiveness, including program slicing and dependency analysis. We will introduce
our approach detailedly in Section 3.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented a prototype of it as an

automatic fault localization tool, also named VarDT, and conducted an extensive experiment on
the widely-used Defects4J [34] benchmark. The results show that VarDT successfully located
the fault-relevant variables at Top-1 position for 23.5% of bugs, which significantly outperformed
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seven state-of-the-art baseline approaches. Particularly, the improvement is at least 268.4%, and on
average 351.3% regarding the bugs located at Top-1. Moreover, to investigate whether our approach
can further promote the effectiveness of downstream APR techniques, we also adapted VarDT to
the application of patch filtering, where it correctly filtered out 67.4% incorrect patches. Although
not designed as a comprehensive and standalone patch filtering technique, it improves the state-
of-the-art PATCH-SIM and BATS by 14.8% and 181.8%. The results indicate that our finer-grained
fault localization technique is indeed effective and promising to further improve the effectiveness
of downstream APR techniques.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel variable-based fault localization technique, named VarDT, which identi-
fies fault-relevant variables by constructing program-dependency-enhanced decision tree
models using variables for discriminating passed and failed test cases.
• We conduct an extensive study on the widely-used Defects4J benchmark in two distinct
application scenarios, i.e., fault localization and patch filtering. The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach by comparing it with existing state-of-the-art approaches.
• We provide a new way of thinking for improving APR techniques – providing finer-grained
fault localization results to refine the patch space of APR tools.
• We have published all our experimental results and implementation to facilitate future
research for replication and comparison. https://github.com/ssmingz/VarDT.

In the following, we first motivate our approach through a running example in Section 2, and
then introduce the details of our approach in Section 3. Section 4 and 5 present the setup and result
analysis of our experiment, while Section 6 and 7 qualitatively analyze the results of our approach
and discuss the threats to validity, respectively. Finally, we present the related work in Section 8
and conclude the paper in Section 9.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we will motivate our approach with a running example. Listing 1 presents the
patch code of Lang-27 in the widely-used Defects4J benchmark [34], where the lines leading by “+”
denote code to be added while “-” to be deleted.
452 Number createNumber(String str) throws Exception {

...
473 int decPos = str.indexOf(’.’);
474 int expPos = str.indexOf(’e’) + str.indexOf(’E’) +1;
475
476 if (decPos > -1) {
477
478 if (expPos > -1) {
479 - if (expPos < decPos) {

+ if (expPos < decPos || expPos > str.length()){
480 throw new NumberFormatException(str + " is not a valid number.");
481 }
482 dec = str.substring(decPos + 1, expPos);
483 } else {
484 dec = str.substring(decPos + 1);
485 }
486 mant = str.substring(0, decPos);
487 } else {
488 if (expPos > -1) {

+ if (expPos > str.length()) {
+ throw new NumberFormatException(str + " is not a valid number.");
+ }

489 mant = str.substring(0, expPos);
...

Listing 1. Patch code of Lang-27 from the Defects4J benchmark.
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Test str expPos str.length() Result

𝑡1 “1l” -1 2 PASS
𝑡2 “1111 ” -1 5 PASS
𝑡3 “-1.1E200” 4 8 PASS
𝑡4 “1eE” 4 3 FAIL

Test samples of Lang-27 and partial variable values in the
faulty method when running the corresponding test. expPos

str.length() expPos=str.length()
expPos=2

str.length()=4

0 2

4

t4

No test
here

Fig. 1. Visualization of variable constraint estimation for the example shown in Listing 1.

In this example, when providing an input string str, the method createNumber(*) from the
class of NumberUtilswill transform it into a java.lang.Number object, e.g., transforming “10” into
an Integer of 10. In this process, the method will automatically check the validity of the input and
then decide which type of number should be created. For example, when the input string contains
the character “e” (or “E”), an exponential number is always expected. However, due to the faulty
code, when taking the illegal input “1eE”, a StringIndexOutOfBoundsException was incurred at
line 489 (line 479 can be triggered by other inputs), while actually a NumberFormatException was
expected (see Listing 1). The reason is that the method failed to check the validity of the input
when multiple “e/E”s exist.

To locate the root cause of the failure, existing approaches typically return a ranked list of
suspicious code lines (or methods), such as the widely-used coverage-based fault localization
techniques [2, 92]. However, existing approaches can hardly locate the accurate faulty code in this
example due to their inherent limitations that they cannot distinguish code elements appearing
in the same basic blocks. In fact, even providing the genuine faulty code line, there is still a large
search space (i.e., any syntax-valid expressions) to repair the bug due to the coarse-grained fault
localization results, where incorrect patches may also be easily produced. On the contrary, if the
finer-grained fault-relevant variables expPos and str.length() were known, the patch space
would be significantly reduced and thus incorrect patches would also be effectively avoided.

However, accurately identifying the fault-relevant variables is indeed challenging since the
variable values can be diverse in different test runs (see the left table in Figure 1). Besides, it is also
common that we are required to capture the complex constraints among multiple variables for
isolating failed from passed runs and understanding the root cause, e.g., expPos>str.length().
Checking all possible variable combinations is indeed time-consuming and even impossible in
practice. Targeting this challenge, we hereby propose a novel variable-level fault localization tech-
nique based on the decision tree model. The basic intuition of our approach is that complex variable
constraints can be estimated (or even constructed) by combining multiple primitive constraints,
where only one variable is used in each individual constraint. The reason is that each primitive
constraint can discriminate the failed test run from at least a subset of the passed runs and their com-
binations may approximate the desired complex constraint. For example, the primitive constraints
expPos>=2 and str.length()<4 can discriminate 𝑡4 from {𝑡1, 𝑡2} and {𝑡2, 𝑡3} respectively, and
their combination can estimate the constraint of expPos>str.length() in the running example
as shown in Figure 1 (right-side figure). In the figure, the shaded area denotes the constraint of
expPos>str.length(), while the gridded area represents the combination of the two primitive
constraints. Therefore, the failed (𝑡4) and passed test cases (𝑡1, 𝑡2 and 𝑡3) can also be distinguished
by the two primitive constraints. In this way, the variables used, e.g., expPos, in those primitive
constraints have large possibility to be the indicator of the test failure since it has the ability to
isolate the failed tests from the passed ones, and thus are potentially the fault-relevant variables
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Fig. 2. Overview of our approach VarDT

(defined in Section 4.3). However, since there are usually many available variables that may produce
a large number of primitive constraints, how to combine them and accurately locate the desired
fault-relevant variables is still non-trivial. According to the characteristics of this task, we propose
an enhanced decision tree model to aid the variable identification and constraint building process
since the decision tree in nature performs a similar process to our task, i.e., using multiple primitive
constraints (branch conditions) to estimate complex constraints for classification. We will introduce
more details in Section 3 by taking this bug as the running example.

3 OVERVIEW

This section introduces the details of our approach. As aforementioned, the basic idea of our
approach is to use variables to build constraints for distinguishing failed and passed runs, where
the variables that have higher discrimination ability have larger possibilities to be the fault-relevant
variables. Figure 2 shows the overview of our approach (named VarDT). In general, it consists of
two stages. When given a program with at least one test case failed on it, VarDT first collects the
values of a set of variables in both failed and passed test runs at some program checkpoints. Then, it
builds decision tree models using those collected variables to distinguish failed and passed test runs,
after which it identifies the fault-relevant variables from those used for constructing the branch
conditions (i.e., constraints) in the models since they exhibit the ability to discriminate failed and
passed tests.

However, it is hard and even impossible to examine the complete space of all program variables
since it is usually huge, especially for large-scale programs, which may involve tens of thousands
of variables. To overcome this challenge, VarDT combines existing lightweight method-level fault
localization and adopts program slicing technique to identify a subset of covered statements for
inspection, which can improve the efficiency and scalability of our approach. Specifically, in the
current implementation of VarDT, we utilize the widely-used spectrum-based fault localization
(SBFL) technique to locate a list of the most suspicious methods. The reason is that SBFL is very
efficient compared with other methods since it only requires the coverage information of test
cases. Particularly, we adopt the implementation published by Jiang et al. [29]. Please note that
our approach is independent of this localization process, and it can be easily replaced by other
methods as long as the output is an ordered list of suspicious faulty methods, such as the latest
deep-learning-based techniques [42, 48], which can produce much better results than SBFL and
potentially can further improve the performance of VarDT. In the following, we will introduce the
core components of VarDT in more detail.

3.1 Dynamic Program Slicing

By using the coarse-grained fault localization techniques, we can obtain an ordered list of methods
that are most likely to contain bugs. In this way, we can just focus on the variables used in these
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methods. However, it is intuitive that not all statements and variables in these methods affect the
output of the failing tests. In order to further reduce the search space of candidate variables for
inspection and increase accuracy, VarDT leverages dynamic program slicing techniques [3] to filter
out statements that are indeed irrelevant.
Specifically, when given a slicing criterion and a certain test input, VarDT performs an intra-

procedure slicing process based on the data and control dependency relations along the execution
trace backwardly. Although less accurate compared with the inter-procedure slicing, the intra-
procedure slicing is much more efficient without the need of heavy inter-procedure analysis.
As a consequence, the slicing process in VarDT will not be affected by the scale of programs
under debugging but only affected by the size of a single method. Hence, our approach has good
scalability on large-scale projects. Regarding the slicing criterion, we pick the line of code that was
lastly executed by the failed test in the method because it is usually the location of failures or the
indicator of finishing the complete functionality of the method and may produce variables affecting
the subsequent program execution (e.g., return statements in many cases). Indeed, taking the
failing assertions as the slicing criteria should produce more accurate results. However, it needs to
perform an inter-procedure analysis, which is time-consuming as mentioned above. Instead, we
take the intra-procedure analysis to approximate the accurate slicing for balancing efficiency and
effectiveness. It will be presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.4, our slicing process is indeed effective.
However, we also plan to investigate more effective and efficient slicing strategies in our future
work for improving the reliability and usability of our approach. For instance, recall the example
shown in Listing 1, the failed test run crashed at line 489 (lastly executed), which directly depends
on the fault-relevant variables str and expPos, and thus they will be included in the slicing while
the variable mant in line 486 will be filtered out. In this way, a subset of statements will be identified
for further checking, highlighted in the gray color in Listing 1 (Lines 473-476,488,489), while the
other statements and associated variables will be ignored.

In our evaluation, we will also conduct an experiment to discuss the impact of the slicing process
on the effectiveness of our approach in Section 5.

3.2 Program Transformation and Profiling

By program slicing, a subset of statements that are most likely to be the root cause of the test
failure can be obtained. Next, VarDT will collect the variable values in those statements during the
running of test cases by automatically instrumenting output statements to the source code.
Particularly, in order to tackle programs of any forms, VarDT further incorporates a program

transformation process that can transform source code into a GSA form [37], where compound
expressions will be implicitly decomposed into TAC (Three Address Code) format. For example, the
expression (a>b&&c>d) will be transformed into (v=((v1=(a>b))&&(v2=(c>d)))) by inserting
corresponding temporary variable declarations on demand (i.e., v, v1 and v2). In this way, the
intermediate computation results of compound expressions can also be collected through these
temporary variables, such as the result of a>b. Specifically, VarDT transforms expressions in three
types of code structures, i.e., conditional expressions, return expressions and arguments of method
calls. The reason is that conditional expressions are widely-used (e.g., in if and loop conditions,
etc.) and error-prone in practice and many bugs are caused by incorrect sub-conditions [30, 47, 71],
while the expressions in the latter two types take the responsibility of value transmission and
thus may potentially spread faulty variable values to a broader range outside the method, and
the misuses of them are prevalent in practice [47, 58]. As a result, checking the values of these
expressions is indeed necessary for locating the root causes of program failures.
After program transformation, VarDT can only focus on the variables (including temporary

variables of expressions) used by the statements in the slicing. However, since the failures are
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Table 1. A description for variables and predicates included by VarDT

Type Target Value Description

Primitive Actual Value Primitive values, or ASCII code for variables of char type.

Object

Null Check Output true if the variable is null, otherwise output false.
Type Check The dynamic value type of the variable during program running. e.g., String

Fields Unfold variables of Object type and output field values, e.g., user-defined classes.
Size/length Access the size attribute of an object by invoking size()/length()/length (if has).
Elements Output the element values of primitive types in variables of Collection type.

usually closely correlated with certain conditions. For instance, the failure shown in the running
example (see Figure 1) is closely correlated with the length of the String object str. Therefore,
only considering the values of the variables is often not sufficient. Inspired by existing studies [4,
16, 24, 31, 43, 45, 90], we have summarized a set of predicates that are closely correlated with test
failures according to the fix patterns collected by existing automated program repair techniques
and studies [13, 30, 38, 47, 58, 63, 71]. In other words, apart from the concrete values exhibited by
the (temporary) variables used in the program, we have also defined several common predicates
that may be highly related to test failures, whose details are presented in Table 1. Please note that
VarDT can be easily extended by incorporating more types of predicates on demand, e.g., predicates
that are specific to particular application domains. In this way, the values that will be collected at
line 489 in Listing 1 include not only the primitive variable values of expPos and mant, but also
the predicate values of str == null and str.length(). In particular, when a variable has more
than one value in a test run, e.g., the variable in a loop statement, we only collect its value in the
last iteration. The reasons are twofold: (1) The number of values is undecidable for different test
runs and may be larger than one thousand. Considering all values tends to involve noise and thus
decreases the accuracy of fault localization. Additionally, it will also cause heavier computation
and storage overhead. (2) The latest value (i.e., obtained in the last iteration) usually has a larger
possibility to affect the final test result. Therefore, it may have a better capacity for discriminating
different test cases. For a more thorough investigation of its impact to the effectiveness of our
approach, we leave it as our future work.

To collect the above variable values, we have implemented a lightweight value profiling process
in VarDT. Specifically, given a line of code, it can automatically parse the types of all variables
associated to the line and insert the output statements by using the Eclipse Java Development
Toolkit (https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/) for recording the corresponding predicate values defined in
Table 1 during the running of test cases.

3.3 Tree Model Construction

As aforementioned, the basic idea of our approach is using variables to construct (multiple) primitive
constraints and their combinations to distinguish passed and failed test runs, where the variables
that have higher discrimination ability may have larger possibility to be fault-relevant. Based on this,
we propose a novel fault-relevant variable identification technique by leveraging the decision tree
model, which has been well studied to be effective in many applications [19, 25, 67, 79]. Particularly,
the reasons that we decide to use the decision tree model to aid the construction of constraints in our
approach are twofold: (1) Our application scenario actually can be viewed as a binary classification
task, where the labels are “PASS” and “FAIL”, representing the testing results of test cases. (2) The
decision tree model has good interpretability, where the branch conditions in the model explain
how a given input is classified to the particular class. The conditions in the same tree path can be
combined to form a more complex constraint that is only satisfied by the data belonging to the
corresponding leaf node in the tree. That is, why an input is classified to the corresponding class is
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Table 2. The details of test cases in different benchmarks of real-world bugs.

Benchmark Language #Projects # Bugs Program Size #All Tests

#Failing Tests

Avg. Min Max

Bugs.jar Java 8 1,158 large 1,536 2 1 3
ManyBugs C 7 185 large 1,190 13 1 79
Bears Java 72 251 small-large 750 2 1 10
Defects4J Java 17 835 middle 2,292 2 1 84

traceable. Recall that our ultimate target is to identify the variables that can discriminate failed and
passed tests, the interpretability and traceability properties of the model satisfy our requirements.
Next, we introduce the details of our tree model construction process in VarDT. In general,

it includes two sub-processes, named Enhanced Variable Selection (Section 3.3.1) and Tree Model
Building (Section 3.3.2). The former takes the responsibility to select proper variables for branch
condition building, while the latter then uses the selected variables to construct concrete conditions
and divides test runs into different groups. For each group, the same process will proceed until the
tests in all groups cannot be further divided, where a decision tree model is built successfully.

3.3.1 Enhanced Variable Selection. Unlike the features used in traditional classification problems,
variables collected by VarDT naturally have clear and strong correlations, i.e., control dependency
and data dependency, which reflect the influence of different variables to the execution results. For
example, in the patch code shown in Listing 1, the crashed line 489 depends on the variable expPos
defined in line 474, which further depends on the input argument str. In other words, though
the program crashed due to the incorrect value of expPos, the input str may also be the root
cause of the failure in practice. However, the general variable selection algorithm in decision tree
models does not consider such dependency information, and may significantly affect the overall
effectiveness of fault-relevant variable localization since it may cause the irrelevant variables
located and decrease the fault localization precision (will be presented in Section 5). To overcome
this limitation, we propose an enhanced variable selection algorithm depending on a novel variable
prioritization strategy which takes the program dependency factor into consideration.
Intuitively, when a variable is depended on by more other variables, its value will have higher

possibility to affect the final execution results in different execution paths, and thus potentially
affect more test cases. In fact, previous studies [23] also demonstrated that the variables depended
on by more other variables tend to have stronger impacts on the execution output, and test cases
will have higher possibilities to fail if those variables are faulty. Moreover, we observe that usually a
small number of test cases, e.g., one or two, will be affected and failed in real-world buggy programs.
For example, Table 2 shows the statistics of test cases in four widely-used benchmarks of real-world
bugs, including Bugs.jar [57], ManyBugs [39], Bears [50], and Defects4J [34]. The size of these
programs varies from small to large [27]. The percentages of average failing tests over all the tests
on these four benchmarks are 0.13%, 1.09% , 0.27% , and 0.09% respectively. In particular, the absolute
number of failing test cases is indeed small. 88.6% bugs are only triggered by less than three test
cases in all the benchmarks. In other words, the fault-relevant variables tend to affect test cases in
a small scale [51, 52, 55, 78]. Therefore, we introduce a dependency penalty to incorporate such an
observation through static analysis. That is, a variable depended on by more other variables is less
likely to be faulty since it tends to affect more test cases, and thus should have smaller probability
to be located. Formula 1 defines the computation of the penalty for variable 𝑣 when providing the
dependency graph 𝑔 and a list of interested variables 𝑙 in 𝑔.

𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑣, 𝑔, 𝑙) = DEP_FACTOR |𝑆 |

𝑠 .𝑡 . 𝑆 = {𝑥 |𝑥 ∈ 𝑙 ∧ 𝑔 ⊢ 𝑥 ↩→ 𝑣}
(1)
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Algorithm 1: Enhanced Variable Selection for Model Building
Input: varList: a list of variables to be ranked. data: a set of program states for each test case. graph:

program dependency graph.
Output: var: the variable with the largest score

1 Function selectVariable(varList, data, graph):
2 foreach var in varList do
3 var.score← gainRatio(var) + correlation(var, data.labels)
4 dependency← depScore(var, graph, varList) // calculating the dependency penalty

5 var.score← var.score × dependency
6 end

7 foreach var in varList do
8 foreach v in var.getEqualVars(graph) do
9 var ← aggregate(var, v) // aggregate equivalent variables into one

10 if v.score > var.score then
11 var.score← v.score
12 end

13 end

14 end

15 return varList.sort().first // return the variable with the largest 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

In the formula, we use 𝑔 ⊢ 𝑥 ↩→ 𝑣 to represent that variable 𝑥 depends on variable 𝑣 according to
𝑔, i.e., the node of 𝑣 in graph 𝑔 is reachable from that of 𝑥 . DEP_FACTOR ∈ (0, 1.0] is a constant
penalty factor, indicating how much the dependency affects the importance of variables.

Based on this definition, we present our variable selection algorithm in Algorithm 1. Specifically,
for each variable 𝑣𝑎𝑟 , its priority is determined by three parts (Line 3-5). The dependency penalty
has been defined in Formula 1, while the function of correlation(*) returns the general Pearson
correlation coefficient [10] between variables and the testing results. Finally, the gainRatio(var) is a
builtin function in the C4.5 decision tree model [56] for computing how much confidence can be
gained by choosing the variable var to distinguish the given data. We also present the definitions
of the functions gainRatio(var) (i.e., Formulas 2-4) and correlation(*) (i.e., Formula 5) as follows to
make the paper self-contained.

𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑣) =
Δ𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑜 (𝑣)

−∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑃 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 )

(2)

Δ𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑜 (𝑣) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑡𝑣 .𝑝) −
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 )𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑡𝑣 .𝑐 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 )) (3)

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑡) = −
𝑐∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑝 (𝑖 |𝑡)𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑝 (𝑖 |𝑡) (4)

𝜌𝐴,𝐶 =
𝑁
∑
𝐴𝐶 −∑𝐴

∑
𝐶√︃

𝑁
∑
𝐴2 − (∑𝐴)2

√︃
𝑁
∑
𝐶2 − (∑𝐶)2

(5)

In the Formulas 2-4,𝑚 represents the number of distinct values for variable 𝑣 , 𝑃 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 ) denotes the
probability of 𝑣 taking the value 𝑣𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡𝑣 denotes the tree node using variable 𝑣 for constructing the
branching predicate, 𝑡𝑣 .𝑝 denotes the parent node of 𝑡𝑣 in the tree, while 𝑡𝑣 .𝑐 (𝑣𝑠𝑖 ) denotes the child
node of 𝑡𝑣 where the value 𝑣𝑠𝑖 belongs. Finally, 𝑝 (𝑖 |𝑡) indicates the probability that a randomly
selected instance (i.e., test case in our application) in the data associated with node 𝑡 belongs to
class 𝑖 , and 𝑐 is the total number of classes (i.e., 2 in our application, “PASS” and “FAIL”). Regarding
the Formula 5,𝐴 represents the value of the variable currently concerned, 𝑁 represents the number
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Algorithm 2: Tree Model Building
Input: data: a set of program states for each test case. graph: program dependency graph.
Output: trees: a set of decision trees.

1 Function buildModel(data, graph):
2 trees← ∅
3 varSet← {var | var is recorded in data }
4 while varSet is not empty do

/* build one decision tree model using subset of variables in each round */

5 tree← buildTree(data, toList(varSet), graph)
6 if tree is not a leaf node then
7 trees← trees ∪ tree
8 end

9 varSet← varSet \ {var | var is used by tree}
10 end

11 return trees
12 Function buildTree(data, varList, graph):
13 tree← leafNode(data)

/* size(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎)>2 ∧ 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 include different labels */

14 if data can be classified then

15 var ← selectVariable(varList, data, graph) // select variables for condition construction

16 cond ← calculateCondition(data, var)
17 groups← divide(data, var, cond) // divide 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 into groups based on 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

18 tree← internalNode(data) // root node of subtree

19 foreach g in groups do
20 tree.children.add(buildTree(g, varList))
21 end

22 end

23 return tree

of test cases that make the concerned variable to be 𝐴, while 𝐶 Represents the test result (“0” for
“PASS” and “1” for “FAIL”).

In other words, we use both the two components, i.e., Pearson correlation coefficient and gain
ratio, to measure the importance of candidate variables from different angles, where the former
reflects the linear correlation between variable and test results directly, while the later indicates
the confidence of choosing a certain variable for data partition. In summary, a variable that has a
smaller influence to the program semantics (i.e., larger depScore(*)), a larger correlation to the test
results, and more confidence to be the discriminator, will gain higher priority.
After computation, each variable will be assigned a priority score (refer to Line 2-6 in Algo-

rithm 1). Next, we aggregate the equivalent variables appearing at different locations into one as
the representative by removing the others according to the dependency relation (Line 8-9). In this
paper, we define two variables are equivalent iff they are defined by the same assignment according
to the define-use relation [26]. Finally, the score of the representative variable will be the maximal
one of all its equivalent variables (Line 10-11). The reason is that they are always having the same
value in a run, which may cause duplicate selection of the same variable. For example, the variables
of expPos appearing at lines 474, 488 and 489 in Listing 1 are equivalent since they are all defined
by the same assignment in line 474, then two of them will be removed by Algorithm 1. Finally, the
variable with the largest score will be selected during the tree model building process, and thus
returned (Line 15).
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Algorithm 3: Calculate Condition in Tree Building
Input: data: a set of program states for each test case. var: target variable selected.
Output: value: a value of var used for condition construction.

1 Function calculateCondition(data, var):
2 curSplit← data.firstInstance.value(var) // set the first value of 𝑣𝑎𝑟 as the default one of curSplit

3 bestGain← MIN_VALUE // set MIN_VALUE as an initial value

4 foreach 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 in data do
/* only traversing the instance whose value of var is not missing */

5 if instance.notMissing(var) then
6 attrVal← instance.value(var)
7 if attrVal>curSplit then
8 curGain← entropyGain(attrVal, data) // compute gain for every attribute value

/* find the attribute value with the highest gain */

9 if curGain>bestGain then

10 bestGain← curGain
11 splitPoint← (attrVal + curSplit ) / 2 // in a bisection way

12 end

13 curSplit← attrVal
14 end

15 end

16 end

17 return splitPoint

3.3.2 Tree Model Building. According to the above variable selection algorithm, we present the
details of our model building process, which is shown in Algorithm 2. In general, when providing a
set of candidate variables that may be fault-relevant, we try to build decision tree models to classify
test cases into different groups (i.e., “Passed” and “Failed”) by using all of them. In this way, every
variable will have the possibility to be located since the fault-relevant variables can be multiple
in practice. Specifically, given the values of a set of variables by running each test case (i.e., data)
and the dependency graph of the program, the tree model building process (i.e., buildModel(*)) is
iteratively proceeded. That is, VarDT each time chooses a subset of variables to construct a tree
model (Line 5) until using up all candidate variables (Line 4). As shown in Line 9, the variables that
have already been used by constructed tree models will be removed from the candidate list to avoid
repeated selection in the follow-up model building process, i.e., each variable can be used in no
more than one decision tree. Therefore, the tree model building process is guaranteed to terminate.
As a consequence, the output of the model building process is a set of decision trees, each of which
can independently isolate the failed test runs from the passed ones by using a subset of variables.

Particularly, in each iteration, the tree model is recursively constructed from the top down using
the provided variables by invoking the function of buildTree(*). Specifically, each time the variable
with the highest priority (i.e., var returned by selectVariable(*)) will be selected to construct a
predicate for dividing the given data into different groups (Line 15-17). If the selected variable
𝑣𝑎𝑟 is nominal, the predicate will be a switch-case-like multi-way condition, while if numeric, a
binary predicate, such as “≥” and “<” will be generated (Line 16). According to the predicate, data
will be divided into different groups. VarDT recursively performs the above construction process
(Line 19-21) for each group until the input data do not require further discrimination (Line 14). In
particularly, Algorithm 3 (a built-in algorithm in Weka [74]) presents the process for computing the
values for predicate construction. In general, given the targeted variable 𝑣𝑎𝑟 and all the values of it
(i.e., 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎), the algorithm searches for a value splitPoint iteratively in a greedy manner by traversing
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t1, t2, t3, t4

str.length()

expPos

All Tests

Passed Tests

Passed Tests Failed Tests

t2, t3

≥ 𝟒

< 𝟐

< 𝟒

≥ 𝟐

t1 t4

Line: {452, 473, 474, 489}

Line: {474, 488,489} : Branch condition (constraint)

: Test instances

: Splitting variable

: Constraint path of failure

Fig. 3. A sketch of a constructed tree for Listing 1

all the possible values of 𝑣𝑎𝑟 . Specifically, in each iteration, it chooses the value attrVal to update
the splitPoint (Line 11) if it produces higher information gain1 (Line 8-9), which is a commonly-used
metric in decision tree models for measuring the discrimination ability of certain variables. We
use the function entropyGain(attrVal, data) to represent the information gain when given data and
variable attrVal for 𝑣𝑎𝑟 . Finally, the returned value attrVal will be directly used to construct the
predicate, such as var>attrVal, etc.
Up to now, when providing the required data, tree models can be constructed according to

Algorithms 1 and 2. For example, recall the example shown in Listing 1, according to Algorithm 1,
the temporary variable representing str.length() will receive the highest priority, and thus will
be first selected for building the branch condition as shown in Figure 3. Specifically, according to its
values in different test runs (see Figure 1), a branch condition str.length()<4 will be constructed
and divide tests into different groups2, i.e., {𝑡2, 𝑡3} and {𝑡1, 𝑡4}. Recursively, in the second round
variable expPos will be selected and further divide the test set {𝑡1, 𝑡4} into {𝑡1} and {𝑡4}. By now,
the failed test run (𝑡4) is completely isolated from the passed runs. From Figure 3 we can also see
that the constraints only satisfied by the failed test runs are highly related to the root cause of the
failure.
In particular, to improve the scalability and efficiency, VarDT builds tree models for different

methods independently. That is, VarDT each time takes the profiled variable data and the intra-
procedure dependency graph within a single method as the input and outputs a set of constructed
models, based on which it identifies the most fault-relevant variables by a ranking strategy (to be
presented in Section 3.4).

3.4 Variable Ranking

According to the previous sections, when providing a buggy program, VarDT can construct a set
of tree models for each candidate faulty method using the associated variables. In this section, we
further introduce the variable ranking strategy, which provides a protocol to rank variables in
different models of different methods and obtain the list of the most suspicious variables that are
fault-relevant. Please note that this ranking strategy is different from the variable selection process
shown in Algorithm 1, where the latter aims to make the most suspicious variables be chosen for
model building by estimating their capability of discriminating failed and passed tests, while the
former ranking strategy to be introduced in this section is to assign a global suspicious score to
each chosen variable according to the built models.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_gain_(decision_tree)
2Please note that the constant value “4” is automatically computed by the default builtin function of decision tree model in
Weka ( https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/index.html), which is also presented in Algorithm 3.
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Specifically, we define a decision tree as a tuple of𝑀 = (𝑡, 𝑝, 𝐷,𝐶), where 𝑡 denotes the root node
of the tree, 𝑝 denotes the predicate associated with the node 𝑡 , and 𝐷 is a set of data (including tests
and corresponding variable records) associated with the node 𝑡 . Finally, 𝐶 is the set of subtrees
of 𝑡 . Then, when providing the tree 𝑀 built for a particular method, we define the posterior
discriminative score of variable 𝑣 used in the predicate 𝑝 by Formula 6.

𝐷𝑆 (𝑣) =
(1 −𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑣) ×

√︁
|𝐷 |

failNodeDist
+ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑣, 𝑔, 𝑙) (6)

𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑣) = 1 − (P𝑝 2 + P𝑓 2) (7)

where |𝐷 | denotes the number of test cases in 𝐷 , we use its square root to shrink the discrepancy
of test numbers since it can range from several to hundreds. 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑣) represents the general Gini
index [11] of variable 𝑣 , denoting the impurity of the tree rooted 𝑡 . Specifically, P𝑝 (P𝑓 ) represents
the probability that a randomly selected test case in 𝐷 is a passed (failed) one. For the given example
shown in Listing 1 and Figure 1, 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑠𝑡𝑟 .𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) will be calculated as 1 − (0.752 + 0.252) = 0.375
and𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑃𝑜𝑠) will be 1 − (0.52 + 0.52) = 0.5. Finally, failNodeDist denotes the length of the tree
path from the root node 𝑡 to the leaf node containing the failed tests in𝑀 . The smaller the length
is, the more specific to the failed test the variable will be, and thus will be more fault-relevant. For
example, variable expPos will be more fault-relevant than str.length() according to Figure 3
since 𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑠𝑡𝑟 .𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) = 2 and 𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑃𝑜𝑠) = 1. As a result, the corresponding
score of the variable str.length will be (1−0.375)×

√
1

1 = 0.625, and the score of the variable expPos
will be (1−0.5)×

√
2

1 = 0.707. The second part 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑣, 𝑔, 𝑙) is the dependency penalty of variable 𝑣
defined by Formula 1. To sum up, the score of variable 𝑣 is determined by the discrimination ability
of the variable in the decision tree (the first part), and its impact on the program semantics (the
second part).
Then, the global ranking score of variable 𝑣 from method𝑚𝑣 is computed by Formula 8, where

𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑚𝑣) denotes the suspiciousness of method𝑚𝑣 computed in the first step of VarDT,
i.e., the method-level fault localization. In particular, we use the quadratic value of the suspicious-
ness to weaken its impact on the final rank and thus strengthen the importance of the variable
discrimination ability (i.e., 𝐷𝑆 (𝑣)). The bigger the 𝐹𝑆 (𝑣) is, the higher the variable 𝑣 will rank.

𝐹𝑆 (𝑣) = 𝐷𝑆 (𝑣) ×𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑚𝑣)2 (8)

According to this ranking strategy, the fault-relevant variable expPos at lines {474, 488, 489} was
successfully ranked at the Top-1 position. As shown in Figure 3, the built constraints related to the
failure can indeed estimate the desired complex constraints as presented in Figure 1.

4 EXPERIMENT SETUP

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented it in a tool named VarDT, and
conducted an extensive study by comparing it with state-the-the-art fault localization approaches.
Besides, to investigate whether our finer-grained fault localization results can further improve the
effectiveness of downstream APR approaches, we also adapted our approach to the application of
patch filtering. Specifically, we address the following research questions in our evaluation.

• RQ1: How effective is VarDT for identifying fault-relevant variables in real-world programs?
• RQ2: Does each component contribute to the effectiveness of VarDT?
• RQ3: Can VarDT help to improve the results of automatic program repair?
• RQ4: How efficient is VarDT in fault localization?
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Table 3. Subjects for fault localization

Project #Bugs Project #Bugs Project #Bugs Project #Bugs

Commons-math (Math) 23 Commons-jxPath (JxPath) 8 Commons-compress (Compress) 9 Gson 7
JFreeChart (Chart) 12 Commons-cli (Cli) 8 Jackson-dataformat-xml (JXml) 4 Jsoup 18
Commons-lang (Lang) 23 Commons-codec (Codec) 10 Jackson-core (JCore) 16 Mockito 21
Closure-compiler (Closure) 94 Commons-csv (Csv) 5 Jackson-databind (JDatabind) 28 Joda-time (Time) 12

TOTAL 298

4.1 Subjects

In the evaluation of fault localization (RQ1&RQ2), we adopt the Defects4J (version 2.0) bench-
mark [34], which is widely-used in previous studies [29, 30, 47, 53, 71, 92]. Specifically, we conducted
our experiment on a subset of the benchmark according to the following two constraints. First, the
genuine faulty method can be located within the Top-10 returned results by the method-level fault
localization in the first step of VarDT as shown in Figure 2. The reason is that the state-of-the-art
approach can correctly locate more than 80% bugs in Top-10 [48]. Therefore, targeting this portion
of bugs can be significant for practical use and also reduce the overhead of variable profiling (we
will also discuss its impact in Section 6). Second, the faulty method has to be covered by at least
three (including at least one failed and one passed) test cases so as to the decision tree model in
VarDT can work normally. The details of the subjects used in our experiment are listed in Table 3.

Regarding the patch filtering application (RQ3), we adopt the datasets constructed by Xiong et
al. [78] and Tian et al. [66], and use all the patches for bugs included in Table 3.

4.2 Baseline and Configuration

In the experiment of fault localization, following the latest research [37], we compare the effective-
ness of our approach with six state-of-the-art variable-level fault localization techniques listed as
follows, and adopt their open-source implementation published by Küçük et al. [37] to perform the
experiment.
UniVal [37]: It is the latest approach that uses causal inference and machine learning to integrate

information about both predicate outcomes and variable values to estimate the effects of
variables to test failures.

NUMFL [8]: Specifically, we employed its two variants NUMFL-QRM and NUMFL-DLRM,
which locate variables by combining causal and statistical analyses to characterize the causal
effects of individual numerical expressions on output errors.

ESP [24]: This method locates variables via measuring the difference between an assigned variable
in the failed run and its average value in all test runs.

Baah2010 [7]: It locates variables by using a linear regression model to measure the confounding
bias among variables.

IsoVar [72]: It identifies a set of suspicious variables based on variable execution matrices, and
then performs mutation analysis at the bytecode level to isolate fault-correlated variables.

Q-SFL [54]: It splits software components into a set of qualitative states and considers them as
SFL components to be ranked using traditional fault-localization methodologies.

Besides, by following existing work for variable-level fault localization [37], we also adapt two
representative and most widely-used spectrum-based fault localization techniques to work at
variable level for comparison, i.e., Ochiai [1] and DStar [75], which were proved to perform
well [49, 53]. More concretely, we first collect the coverage of each variable (i.e., whether a variable
in a line is executed or not.) during the running of test cases and then compute the suspicious
scores for variables according to the predefined formulas by following previous studies [37]. That
is, given the total number of failed test cases as 𝑓 , and the numbers of failed and passed test cases
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that cover the variable 𝑣 as 𝑓𝑣 and 𝑝𝑣 , respectively, the suspicious score of the variable 𝑣 will be
𝑂 (𝑣) = 𝑓𝑣/

√︁
𝑓 (𝑓𝑣 + 𝑝𝑣) when adopting Ochiai and 𝑂 (𝑣) = 𝑓 2𝑣 /(𝑝𝑣 + 𝑓 − 𝑓𝑣) when adopting DStar

(star=2). In particular, IsoVar was only evaluated on the bugs from Defects4J v1.2 (including Math,
Chart, Lang, Closure, Time and Mockito.) while Q-SFL only works with bugs whose fault-relevant
variables are method parameters and return values. To make a fair comparison, we have also
compared our approach with them on the corresponding bugs, respectively.
Regarding the configurations of VarDT, we set the default value of DEP_FACTOR as 0.8 for

computing the dependency penalty in Formula 1, whose impact will be further investigated in our
evaluation. In addition, to evaluate the effectiveness of each component in our approach, we also
create a set of variants of VarDT, which are listed as follows.

VarDTslice : removes the dynamic program slicing component in VarDT and considers variables
in all statements covered by the failed tests within the interested methods.

VarDTtree : removes the tree model in VarDT. As a result, the variables are basically ranked
according to the dependency penalty and the method suspicious score.

VarDTdep : removes the dependency penalty used for variable ranking from both model building
and variable ranking processes, while keeps the others unchanged.

VarDTms : removes the method score computed by SBFL in the final variable ranking process of
VarDT, i.e., 𝐹𝑆 (𝑣) = 𝐷𝑆 (𝑣).

As aforementioned, in our experiment we further investigate whether our finer-grained fault
localization approach can promote downstream APR techniques. As it is well known that APR
approaches are easy to produce plausible (i.e., can make all test cases pass) but incorrect patches
due to the problem of weak test suite [55, 77, 78], which significantly affects the usability of APR
techniques in practice. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of VarDT in the application of patch
filtering, aiming at avoiding such plausible patches and improving the precision of APR patches.
However, since our approach is not designed as a standalone patch filtering tool, we adapt it to this
scenario. Specifically, we use the fault-relevant variables located by VarDT to judge the correctness
of patches generated by APR approaches: If no fault-relevant variable is removed, inserted or
replaced by the repair patch, it will be regarded as incorrect and deleted, otherwise the patch will be
regarded as correct. In this study, we compare the results of our approach with two state-of-the-art
patch filtering approaches, i.e., PATCH-SIM [78] and BATS [66]. PATCH-SIM filters patches through
generating new test cases, whose oracles are estimated by measuring the similarity of executions
before and after applying the patches. BATS employs an unsupervised learning-based system to
predict patch correctness by measuring the similarity between the candidate patch and historical
patches whose failed test cases are similar to the one associated to the candidate patch. However,
PATCH-SIM and BATS were originally evaluated over different datasets. In order to clearly compare
the performance of different approaches, we have re-run BATS on the bugs that are commonly used
by both PATCH-SIM and our approach. Specifically, we adopted the open-source implementation
of BATS published by the authors in our experiment. In particular, we have conducted an extensive
study on BATS under the configurations of Embedding=CC2Vec and Cut-off Similarity∈{0.0, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8} by following the original paper [66]. Finally, we adopted the experimental results when
“Cut-off Similarity=0.0” in our comparison, since this configuration made BATS filter the least
number of correct patches.
To ease the replication of our experimental results and promote future studies in this re-

search area, we have published all our experimental data and the implementation of VarDT
at https://github.com/ssmingz/VarDT.
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4.3 Measurement

Although several variable-level fault localization techniques have been proposed as introduced in the
Introduction, there is still no clear definition of fault-relevant variables, the ground truth employed
by different studies may also be diverse. For example, Küçük et al. [37] only focus on numerical
assignments and predicates, while Liblit et al. [44] locates the variables in return statements or on the
left side of an assignment. To provide a fair comparison and make our results reproducible in future
studies, we first provide a definition of fault-relevant variables from the perspective of program
repair by partially referring to the variables used in existing fault localization studies [35, 37, 44, 72],
such as the variables directly modified in a patch [72], the temporary predicate variables [37], etc.
Specifically, we define a variable (which can be a temporary variable of a predicate expression in
the GSA form) as fault-relevant if it satisfies one of the following conditions:

(1) Variables that are directly modified (i.e., replaced or deleted) or inserted to the code for
repairing the bug, such as the variable v in the code change of “v>0→v’>0” or the temporary
predicate variable v=exp’ in the code change of “if(exp||exp’){}→if(exp){}”.

(2) Variables whose values are directly affected by the newly inserted statement, such as the
variable v in the code change of “v=exp;→if(cnd){v=exp;}”.

(3) If a data-flow-breaking statement (e.g., return) is deleted or inserted, the temporary variable
corresponding to the surrounding branch condition (if exists) since it is the indicator of the
bug, such as variable v in the code change of “if(v=cnd){}→if(v=cnd){return;}”

(4) If all the statements in the body of an if statement are modified/deleted or an If statement
is deleted, indicating a special condition is incurred, the temporary variable of the condition,
such as variable v in the code changes of “if(v=cnd){exp;}→if(v=cnd){exp’;}” and
“if(v=cnd){exp;}→exp;”. Please note that if only a portion of statements are modified in
the body, the failures are more likely to be caused by the incorrect statements themselves but
unlikely related to the condition. In such cases, the first rule can be applied.

The basic intuition of our definition is to locate variables that will be directly modified or are
indicators that produce the bug. For example, the variables expPos and str.length() are both fault-
relevant in the running example. Particularly, a buggy program may have multiple fault-relevant
variables. On the basis of this definition, we have manually identified the fault-relevant variables
for each bug used in our experiment, which will play as the ground truth and may also provide
a standard for promoting future research (published in our open-source repository). Specifically,
during the manual analysis, two authors identified the fault-relevant variables independently by
checking the source code and the developer patches provided in the Defects4J dataset and we
adopted the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [68] to measure the inter-rater agreement between them by
following the existing work [15, 59]. Since the conditions of fault-relevant variables are clear, the
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was already over 95% for the first 10% of analysis results, and thus the
two authors identified the fault-relevant variables independently in the subsequent analysis process
and we calculated the Cohen’s Kappa coefficients after analyzing each 10% bugs. As a result, the
Cohen’s Kappa coefficients were always over 95% throughout the complete analysis process. All
the inconsistencies were discussed with a third author to reach a consensus. Finally, there are on
average 4 fault-relevant variables per each bug in our studied dataset. As it will be presented in
Section 5.3 that correctly locating these fault-relevant variables indeed can boost existing automatic
program repair techniques, further demonstrating the reliability of the ground truth.

4.3.1 Metrics. Following previous studies [1, 42, 48, 51, 53, 92], we employ three metrics in the
fault localization experiment. Recall at Top-N: computes the number of bugs that have at least
one fault-relevant variable correctly located within the Top-N position in the ranked list (aka.,
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precision). We set N∈ {1, 3, 5, 10} like existing studies [29, 92]. Mean First Rank (MFR): denotes
the average rank of the first located fault-relevant variables for multiple bugs. Mean Average

Rank (MAR): When a bug has multiple fault-relevant variables, the MAR denotes the average
rank of all these variables, while for multiple bugs, this metric denotes the average MAR of them.
Following existing studies [29, 92], we adopt the average rank for variables in a tie. Please note that
if the candidate variable list of an approach includes no fault-relevant variable, the corresponding
bug will be removed when calculating the MAR and MFR for the approach to mitigate the bias due
to the difference of employed predicates by different approaches. For example, NUMFL only locates
numerical variables, and thus the variables of object type will never appear in its located variables,
causing a larger MAR and MFR. In other words, the performance of NUMFL will be underestimated
regarding the metrics of MAR and MFR if the fault-relevant variables are only objects. However,
this performance degradation is caused by the incomplete variables considered but not the fault
localization algorithms. Therefore, we remove the corresponding bugs for computing MAR and
MFR for avoiding the bias induced by such cases. Besides, we do not use the metric of Exam Score
used in statement-level fault localization [29, 53, 92]. The reason is that it requires the total number
of candidate variables in different approaches to the same for a fair comparison, which cannot be
satisfied in our experiment as aforementioned.

In the application of patch filtering, we adopt two metrics following previous studies [66, 77, 78],
i.e., Precision=𝑁𝑓 𝑖/(𝑁𝑓 𝑖 + 𝑁𝑓 𝑐 ) and Recall=𝑁𝑓 𝑖/(𝑁𝑓 𝑖 + 𝑁𝑛𝑖 ), where 𝑁𝑓 𝑖 denotes the number of
incorrect patches filtered, 𝑁𝑓 𝑐 denotes the number of correct patches filtered, and 𝑁𝑛𝑖 denotes the
number of incorrect patches not filtered.

5 RESULT ANALYSIS

5.1 RQ1: Overall Effectiveness of VarDT

As introduced, we conducted our experiment over 298 real-world bugs from Defects4J benchmark
and compared the results with seven baseline approaches. Table 4 presents the experimental results
of different approaches regarding the percentage of bugs localized within Top-N positions and the
metric of MFR and MAR. Furthermore, we also performed a paired sample Wilcoxon signed-rank
test [76] at the significance level of 0.05 to investigate whether our results significantly differ from
those of the comparative baseline approaches. The p-values are presented below the corresponding
results. From the table, we can see that our approach significantly outperforms the baselines (all
p-values are smaller than 0.5). Specifically, VarDT successfully located the desired fault-relevant
variables for 23.5%, 38.9%, 47.3% and 62.1% of bugs within the Top-1/3/5/10 positions, respectively.
The second best approach in each metric located the desired variables for 6.4%, 12.1%, 16.4%, 19.8%
of the bugs within Top-1/3/5/10 positions. Compared with it, the improvement of our approach is
268.4%, 222.2%, 187.8% and 213.6% regarding the recall at Top-1/3/5/10. When comparing the Top-1
recall, the improvement of our approach over the baseline approaches ranges from 268.4% to 483.3%,
and the average improvement is 351.3%. Particularly, VarDT significantly outperforms the latest
state-of-the-art UniVal by 268.4% regarding the bugs located at Top-1. The Top-1 recall is important
since it indicates that the first returned variable will be the desired one, which will waste no effort
for manual inspection. Regarding the metrics of MAR and MFR, our approach also outperforms the
competitors with at least 79.9% and 74.6% improvement, and the average improvement is 81.3%
and 77.1%, respectively. In addition, we further analyzed the types of bugs that can be accurately
located by our approach, which is presented in Figure 4. In the figure, we present the number of
bugs whose fault-relevant variables can be located at Top-1 by VarDT (i.e., 70 bugs in total). From
the figure, we can see that VarDT is effective in locating different types of bugs, especially for
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Table 4. Overall experimental result comparison regarding all metrics with statistical significance test

Metric VarDT UniVal Baah2010 ESP NUMFL-DLRM NUMFL-QRM Ochiai DStar(Star=2)

Top-1 23.5% 6.4% 5.7% 5.7% 4.0% 4.0% 5.7% 6.0%
1.21E-03 8.03E-04 6.47E-04 5.20E-04 6.48E-04 1.21E-03 1.22E-03

Top-3 38.9% 12.1% 9.4% 9.1% 8.7% 11.1% 11.7% 12.1%
5.30E-04 5.29E-04 4.37E-04 6.53E-04 6.52E-04 7.97E-04 7.97E-04

Top-5 47.3% 14.4% 14.4% 13.4% 11.7% 14.8% 16.4% 16.4%
6.50E-04 9.76E-04 4.37E-04 4.36E-04 9.70E-04 9.67E-04 9.67E-04

Top-10 62.1% 19.5% 17.8% 17.4% 17.1% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8%
4.34E-04 6.52E-04 4.37E-04 4.37E-04 6.52E-04 6.52E-04 6.52E-04

MFR 7.5 29.6 33.1 45.6 32.0 31.4 31.3 31.0
9.35E-04 7.76E-04 6.43E-04 5.31E-04 5.31E-04 7.76E-04 7.76E-04

MAR 10.7 53.1 57.4 68.5 56.9 54.5 56.7 55.7
4.38E-04 4.38E-04 6.43E-04 5.31E-04 5.30E-04 5.31E-04 5.31E-04
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Fig. 4. The number of bugs whose fault-relevant variables can be accurately located at Top-1 by VarDT (70

bugs in total). The x-axis denotes the types of source code that need to be changed (delete/insert/replace) for

repairing the bug. Particularly, one buy may change multiple locations related to the same variable.

those that need to repair conditional expressions. The results demonstrate that our approach is
much more effective.
Though effective, the absolute number of bugs located at Top-1 by VarDT is still small (i.e.,

23.5%). A major reason is the inaccuracy of the coarse-grained fault localization results used by
VarDT. As it will be presented later (see Figure 5), when providing the accurate method-level FL
results, the effectiveness of VarDT can be significantly improved. Please note that the results of
the compared approaches in our experiment are much worse than those results reported in the
previous study [37]. To ensure the correctness of the results, we further carefully checked them
manually. In addition, since the results were produced using the virtual machine published by
the authors, we believe they should be reliable. By further analyzing the results we found that
the reasons for their poor performance are three-fold. First, they mainly measure the correlation
between variables and test outcomes while tend to overlook the internal relationships among
different variables. Although some of them have tried to capture such relationships in an indirect
way (e.g., UniVal and Baah2010 take the confounding bias among variables into consideration), but
the weak test suite makes them less effective due to the lack of sufficient training data. Second, the
baseline approaches mainly consider variables of primitive types while the fault-relevant variables
of Object type will be missed without unfolding the fields of them. Finally, their ranking strategies
incline to numerical variables. Furthermore, the decline may also be partially caused by the different
definitions of ground-truth variables, but they were not published by the authors, and thus we
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Table 5. Comparison for predicates and numeric assignment bugs (230 bugs, p-value<0.05 for all.)

Metric VarDT UniVal Baah2010 ESP NUMFL-DLRM NUMFL-QRM Ochiai DStar(Star=2)

Top-1 26.1% 8.3% 7.0% 7.4% 5.2% 4.8% 7.0% 7.4%
Top-3 40.4% 15.2% 11.3% 11.3% 10.4% 13.0% 13.9% 14.3%
Top-5 49.1% 17.8% 17.4% 16.5% 13.9% 17.8% 20.0% 20.0%
Top-10 63.0% 23.9% 21.7% 20.9% 20.0% 23.9% 24.3% 24.3%

MFR 7.2 26.5 31.3 44.6 29.3 28.5 29.1 29.2
MAR 10.6 51.3 57.2 69.7 56.2 53.3 56.0 55.2

Table 6. Top-1 results of all approaches over different projects

Project VarDT UniVal Baah2010 ESP NUMFL-DLRM NUMFL-QRM Ochiai DStar(Star=2)

Compress 11.1% 11.1% 11.1% 0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 11.1% 11.1%

Gson 42.9% 14.3% 14.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 14.3% 14.3%
Codec 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Csv 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Lang 26.1% 13.0% 4.4% 17.4% 8.7% 4.4% 0.0% 0.0%
JXml 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Chart 25.0% 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
JCore 6.3% 6.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.3% 6.3%

Jsoup 16.7% 5.6% 0.0% 5.6% 5.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
JxPath 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%
Math 26.1% 13.0% 13.0% 17.4% 13.0% 13.0% 13.0% 13.0%
JDatabind 32.1% 3.6% 10.7% 3.6% 0.0% 0.0% 17.9% 17.9%
Time 25.0% 0.0% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 8.3% 0.0% 8.3%
Cli 37.5% 12.5% 0.0% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%
Mockito 28.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 4.8%
Closure 22.3% 5.3% 5.3% 4.3% 3.2% 4.3% 4.3% 4.3%

TOTAL 23.5% 6.4% 5.7% 5.7% 4.0% 4.0% 5.7% 6.0%

cannot reproduce their results. On the other hand, most of the compared baselines were designed
to locate predicates and numeric assignment statements. To investigate whether it would cause the
performance decline of them, we further confined the comparison only to these bugs in Table 5,
which contains 230 bugs in total. Based on the results shown in Table 4 and 5, the performance of the
baseline approaches was indeed improved when only considering the bugs related to predicates and
numeric assignments. Nevertheless, our approach still significantly outperformed all the baselines
by localizing 214.5%∼443.8% more bugs at Top-1, indicating the effectiveness of our approach.

To investigate the performance of difference approaches on different projects, we further reported
the detailed Top-1 and MAR/MFR results of them on each project in Table 6 and 7, respectively.
Since the number of bugs from individual project is relatively small, we do not perform the
statistical test due to insufficient support samples. According to the results, VarDT performed
consistently well over different projects, and always outperforms the baselines regarding Top-1
recall, indicating the generalizability and superiority of our approach. Apart from VarDT, UniVal
also performed relatively stable regarding Top-1 over different projects, owing to its effective
modeling of confounding bias between variables and test results, whereas the performance of other
approaches is easier to be affected by the targeted projects. Besides, the results also show that
most of approaches consistently performed well on the projects of Compress and Csv. The reason
is that the commonly located fault-relevant variables are either producing null pointer errors or
the only ones in the candidate methods, both of which are easy to be located. When comparing
the results of MAR and MFR, VarDT still outperforms the baseline approaches on most of the
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Table 7. MAR and MFR results of all approaches over different projects

Project

VarDT Unival Baah2010 ESP NUMFL-DLRM NUMFL-QRM Ochiai Dstar(Star=2)

MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR MAR MFR

Compress 14.9 11.5 54.6 45.0 38.0 29.4 48.0 34.2 44.3 27.4 45.3 27.4 41.0 30.2 34.8 24.0
Gson 7.2 6.0 22.0 22.0 51.5 51.5 54.5 54.5 62.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 58.5 58.5 58.5 58.5
Codec 22.8 17.4 60.0 33.0 60.5 38.5 66.7 54.5 44.4 26.0 45.3 27.2 49.3 28.2 48.8 27.6
Csv 8.3 2.0 53.8 52.3 26.7 24.7 60.9 60.0 32.5 28.3 28.5 24.0 28.9 25.7 28.9 25.7
Lang 9.6 6.1 106.2 82.0 101.2 58.3 173.9 108.3 103.7 49.7 95.7 47.3 93.4 68.2 93.3 68.2
JXml 4.3 4.3 9.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 41.0 41.0 17.0 17.0 18.0 18.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Chart 6.5 4.4 24.7 7.5 45.7 19.3 46.2 39.8 54.3 36.5 49.2 34.5 44.3 19.3 45.3 19.3
JCore 16.7 12.6 124.4 34.4 168.7 104.8 164.5 74.8 120.4 54.0 89.7 38.5 134.1 35.7 125.8 35.5
Jsoup 12.4 10.6 37.3 30.5 41.9 23.0 37.4 30.0 51.4 36.4 53.5 38.0 59.2 40.5 59.5 41.5
JxPath 15.6 12.4 30.3 30.0 24.3 24.0 8.3 8.0 14.8 14.0 12.3 12.0 30.3 30.0 30.3 30.0
Math 12.9 5.8 87.1 17.6 100.2 22.2 97.9 27.4 101.5 27.9 105.3 32.8 104.3 25.9 104.3 25.9
JDatabind 10.9 8.2 34.3 6.8 37.3 3.4 47.2 20.5 36.3 12.7 36.8 13.7 30.8 5.9 30.8 5.9
Time 7.8 5.1 68.1 43.8 64.0 27.5 91.1 63.0 57.6 29.0 58.5 30.2 75.6 41.7 75.5 41.5
Cli 5.1 2.6 18.9 3.7 20.6 8.0 37.7 37.7 30.6 16.3 31.0 17.0 23.2 6.7 23.2 6.7
Mockito 7.0 5.8 8.3 5.0 11.7 9.0 9.2 7.0 9.7 5.0 10.8 7.0 7.0 4.0 4.7 4.0

Closure 8.6 5.6 110.7 51.7 121.6 81.9 110.9 69.3 130.6 69.7 130.1 72.3 120.6 73.1 119.9 75.4

Total 10.7 7.5 53.1 29.6 57.4 33.1 68.5 45.6 56.9 32.0 54.5 31.4 56.7 31.3 55.7 31.0

Table 8. Comparison with IsoVar (185 bugs)

Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 MFR MAR

VarDT 24.3% 40.5% 48.6% 63.8% 5.5 8.7

IsoVar 3.2% 10.3% 14.1% 24.9% 78.5 90.6

Table 9. Comparison with Q-SFL (92 bugs)

Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 MFR MAR

VarDT 28.3% 45.7% 51.1% 70.7% 4.5 7.2

Q-SFL 8.8% 17.6% 23.1% 23.1% 2.7 2.7

projects. Specifically, VarDT achieved the best MAR on 14 out of 16 projects, and the best MFR
on 13 projects. In particular, VarDT performed slightly worse than ESP on JxPath and than DStar
on Mockito. The reason is that ESP failed to locate any fault-relevant variables for all bugs except
JxPath-8 from JxPath (please refer to the calculation of MFR/MAR in Section 4.3.1). In other words,
the MFR/MAR for ESP on JxPath was calculated based on only one bug, while for our approach,
these metrics were calculated based on multiple bugs. In fact, our approach achieved better results
than ESP when only considering the bug of JxPath-8. Regarding the worse result compared with
DStar on Mockito, our approach achieved relatively poor performance on the bug of Mockito-34,
which greatly affected its MFR/MAR results on Mockito. In general, our approach consistently
outperforms baseline approaches on the vast majority of projects.
Finally, we compare our approach with other two baseline approaches, i.e., IsoVar and Q-SFL.

As introduced in Section 4.2, we compare VarDT with them over a subset of bugs used in our
experiment to make a fair comparison. Specifically, 185 bugs are used by both IsoVar and VarDT,
while 92 bugs are used by both Q-SFL and VarDT. Tables 8 and 9 present the corresponding
experimental results. From the results, we can see that VarDT outperformed IsoVar on all the
metrics. Specifically, our approach outperformed IsoVar by localizing 659.4% more bugs at Top-1.
The reason for the poor performance of IsoVar is mainly because it only considers individual
variables but ignores complex expressions, e.g, if conditions. However, expression errors are
indeed common in real practice, such as misusing a logic operator in a if condition [30], misusing
an API [40], etc. In summary, VarDT outperformed IsoVar by correctly localizing 6.6x more bugs at
Top-1. When comparing our approach with Q-SFL, VarDT still performed much better regarding
Top-1, and the improvement is about 221.6%. However, Q-SFL achieved better results than VarDT
regarding MAR and MFR. The reason is that Q-SFL only considers method parameters and return
values, which leaves Q-SFL a small number of candidate variables. Therefore, the ranking of fault-
relevant variables tends to be small. To sum up, the result comparison with IsoVar and Q-SFL
demonstrates that our approach is effective in localizing fault-relevant variables.
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Fig. 5. Effects of different components in VarDT Fig. 6. Effects of dependency penalty factors

5.2 RQ2: Contribution of Each Component

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each component in VarDT, we have conducted an ablation
study with a set of variants of VarDT, which have been introduced in Section 4.2. Figure 5 presents
the results of each variant regarding the metrics of Top-N recall, MFR and MAR. According to the
results, all components in VarDT largely contributed to the overall effectiveness of VarDT since a
large drop on the Top-N recall was incurred when removing any one of them. Specifically, regarding
the metric of Top-1 recall, the dynamic program slicing contributed 27.0% higher effectiveness (vs
VarDTslice), the tree model contributed 170.1% (vs VarDTtree), the dependency penalty contributed
37.4% (vs VarDTdep), and the use of method score for variable ranking contributed 111.7% (vs
VarDTms), respectively. However, all of them still outperform the baseline approaches. In particular,
the core novel component (i.e., tree model) in VarDT makes the largest contribution. In summary,
the ranking of component contributions is tree model > method score > dependency penalty >

program slicing regarding Top-N.
Since the method score largely affects the effectiveness of VarDT, a question may naturally raise:

Whether VarDT can be further improved by providing a more accurate fault localization result (e.g.,
providing the genuine faulty method). Therefore, we empirically evaluated the fault localization
results of VarDT in the circumstance where the faulty method was known, for which we created
another variant VarDTmk. The results of VarDTmk are also presented in Figure 5. By providing the
accurate method-level fault localization results, VarDTmk successfully located the desired variables
for 39.3% of bugs at Top-1, the improvement over VarDT is about 67.2%. Moreover, the Top-10
recall (the maximum number of candidates that developers are willing to inspect according to the
previous study [36]) is as high as 76.2%, indicating the promise of incorporating a more effective
method-level fault localization technique into VarDT.

Then, we further investigated the impact of the configuration for DEP_FACTOR, which represents
the strength of dependency penalty. According to Formula 1, the smaller the value is, the larger
the penalty will be (i.e., the variable will be less likely to be selected). Figure 6 presents the results
when taking different values, where 0.8 is the default value. From the figure, we can see that
VarDT achieved the best overall result when taking the value in [0.6, 0.8], and the impact of this
configuration is relatively small. Specifically, when taking 0.8, VarDT achieved the highest Top-1
recall as 23.5%, whereas it achieved the lowest Top-1 recall as 17.1% when taking 1.0. The result
indicates that VarDT is insensitive to this configuration although it is indeed important according
to the result of VarDTdep, which completely removes the dependency penalty component.
Finally, we also investigated the impact of program slicing in depth on the space reduction

of candidate variables. The result shows that the reduction ratio ranges from 18.5% to 42.2% over
different projects, and on average is 31.9%, denoting the necessity of it for improving efficiency.
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Table 10. Patch filtering result comparison with PATCH-SIM and BATS

Project #Plausible(Correct) VarDTTop-1 VarDTTop-3 VarDTTop-5 VarDTTop-10 PATCH-SIM BATS

Math 24(3) 22(2) 22(2) 20(1) 14(0) 15(0) 7(3)
Chart 14(2) 14(2) 8(1) 7(1) 6(1) 4(0) 5(1)
Lang 10(4) 10(4) 10(4) 10(4) 9(3) 2(0) 4(1)
Time 8(1) 7(1) 6(0) 6(0) 6(0) 6(0) 0(0)
Total 56(10) 53(9) 46(7) 43(6) 35(4) 27(0) 16(5)

Precision 83.0% 84.8% 86.0% 88.6% 100.0% 68.8%
Recall 95.7% 84.8% 80.4% 67.4% 58.7% 23.9%

5.3 RQ3: Performance in Patch Filtering

To evaluate whether our finer-grained variable-level fault localization results can further promote
the effectiveness of downstream APR techniques, we adapted VarDT to the task of patch filtering
and compared the result with the state-of-the-art PATCH-SIM and BATS. The details have been
introduced in Section 4.2.

Table 10 presents the experimental result comparison between our approach and the two baseline
approaches. Specifically, we list the number of all plausible and correct patches per each project in
the left part of the table, while list the filtering results in the right part. Particularly, VarDTTop-N
represents that we use the Top-N variables located by VarDT to filter patches according to the
process introduced in Section 4.2. In each cell, X(Y) denotes the corresponding approach in total
filtered X patches, in which Y patches were correct patches. According to the result, although our
approach was not designed as a comprehensive and standalone patch filtering technique, it can
still achieve comparable and even better results compared with the state-of-the-art patch filtering
approaches. Specifically, on the dataset from PATCH-SIM (removing bugs not included in Table 3),
VarDT could filter out about 67.4% incorrect patches using the Top-10 results of VarDT, while
PATCH-SIM only filtered 58.7% and BATS only filtered 23.9%. That is, VarDT outperforms PATCH-
SIM by 14.8% and BATS by 181.8%. Particularly, the patch precision (the percentage of correct
patches over all patches) increased to 28.6% and 34.5% from 17.9% by VarDTTop-10 and PATCH-SIM
respectively after filtering. However, the patch precision decreased to 12.5% by BATS after filtering.
The result indicates the performance of VarDT and the feasibility of boosting automatic program
repair techniques by filtering incorrect patches using a finer-grained fault localization. It also
reflects the reliability of our ground truth since it is indeed closely related to the repair of the
bug. Besides, designing new automatic program repair techniques based on the variable-level fault
localization potentially can further improve the number of correct patches since many incorrect
patches can be avoided to be generated in the online repair process, and thus correct patches will
have more possibility to be generated. More studies can be conducted in this direction.
Though effective, our approach tends to incorrectly filter out correct patches compared with

PATCH-SIM. For example, 4 correct patches were filtered out by VarDTTop-10 while none by PATCH-
SIM. Particularly, with the decrease of variable numbers (i.e., from Top-10 to Top-1), although more
incorrect patches can be filtered out, the precision of filtering will also sharply drop. When using
the Top-1 result (i.e., only one candidate variable for each bug), 9 out of 10 correct patches will
be filtered due to the inaccuracy of VarDT. Specifically, 9-4=5 correct patches were mistakenly
filtered by VarDTTop-1 because the genuine fault-relevant variables were located within Top-10 but
not Top-1, and 2/4 correct patches filtered by VarDTTop-10 because the fault-relevant variables were
ranked out of Top-10. As for the other two correct patches filtered by VarDTTop-10, the reason is that
they are not syntactically similar to the developer patches. However, the fault-relevant variables
were identified based on the developer patches as mentioned in Section 4.3. As a result, even though
VarDT can correctly locate the fault-relevant variables, the patches may still be filtered. For instance,
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to repair the bug Chart-3, developers introduced two new statements copy.minY=Double.NaN
and copy.maxY=Double.NaN to reset the variable copy in the faulty method createCopy(*), and
VarDT indeed correctly located the variable copy at Top-1. However, the APR patch fixed this bug
by inserting a new function call findBoundsByIteration() in a different method (i.e., add(*))
from the developer patch. As a consequence, the APR patch was filtered since it changed no variable
in the method createCopy(*). Additionally, since there may be multiple fault-relevant variables
for a bug, depending on the Top-1 variable may also potentially harm the efficacy of patch filtering.
According to the analysis above, we can notice that it may be not adequate to filter incorrect patches
by simply identifying whether any fault-relevant variable is changed in the patch since a bug can
be fixed in different ways, a deeper analysis may be needed in some cases, such as considering the
side effects [9, 17] of the patch. The preliminary study in this paper is our first attempt at filtering
incorrect patches by using fault-relevant variables, which already shows the promise of it. We plan
to conduct a more systematic study in our future work.

Particularly, after further analyzing the results of different approaches, we found that there were
only 19 incorrect patches that were commonly filtered out by both VarDTTop-10 and PATCH-SIM. In
other words, (35+27)-19=43 incorrect patches and 4 correct patches could be filtered by combining
these two, leaving the precision and recall of filtering as 91.5% and 93.5%, respectively, and the patch
precision will also increase to 66.7%. The result indicates that our approach complements PATCH-
SIM and thus they can be used together to further promote the performance of APR techniques. In
contrast, when combining the results of VarDTTop-10 and BATS, (31+11)-10=32 incorrect patches
and (4+5)-0=9 correct patches could be filtered, leaving the precision and recall of filtering as 78.0%
and 69.6%, respectively, and the patch precision will decrease to 6.7%. The major reason is that both
our approach and BATS tend to filter correct patches.

5.4 RQ4: Efficiency of VarDT

In order to analyze the efficiency of VarDT, we have recorded the time cost of each process in our
experiment. Table 11 lists summarized results. According to the results, we can see that most of
the processes are indeed efficient. For example, the slicing process takes in average 28.5s, while
the program instrumentation and the tree building processes are much more efficient. The most
time-consuming process is to collect variable values, which needs to run the test cases. However,
in order to improve the efficiency of VarDT, we have optimized the collecting process by only
running the test cases that cover the variables we target. As a result, the average time cost for this
process is about 2 minutes. In summary, the overall running time of our approach is acceptable for
practical use.

6 DISCUSSION

Interpretability: According to the experimental results shown in Section 5, our approach can
indeed promote the effectiveness of downstream APR techniques. In this section, we further explore
whether the variables located by VarDT are also useful in the task of manual debugging, or rather
whether the built tree models by VarDT have good interpretability and can provide debugging
insights. Therefore, we have performed a small user study. Specifically, we sampled 39 bugs that can
be located by VarDT within Top-3 locations from our dataset and conducted a manual analysis on
them. After carefully analyzing the patch code, we conclude that the located variables can indeed
provide insightful information to promote the understanding of the bugs for 38 out of 39 bugs.
The only one for which we think the located variables by VarDT do not help much is the bug
of JacksonCore-15 (the patch code is shown in Listing 3). The reasons are twofold. On one hand,
the bug is naturally complex to understand as shown in Listing 3; On the other hand, the located
variables by VarDT are those like _headContext and _currToken, which are still far from the
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Table 11. Timecost of each process in VarDT (in seconds)

Project Tracing Slicing Instrumentation Collect Values Dependency Analysis Tree Building Total

Chart 42.0 11.3 4.0 12.5 9.0 0.4 79.1
Cli 10.0 1.2 2.3 2.3 1.0 3.5 20.3
Codec 16.8 3.3 2.2 8.4 2.1 0.6 33.3
Compress 21.1 131.5 3.1 11.2 2.3 0.3 169.5
Csv 11.2 2.7 2.1 22.5 2.1 0.3 40.8
Gson 18.5 3.4 3.2 7.2 2.7 0.7 35.6
JCore 66.3 8.2 11.4 33.3 4.7 4.5 128.3
JDatabind 105.1 32.4 21.2 80.0 24.3 6.9 269.9
JXml 22.5 0.3 0.3 15.5 2.3 1.5 42.4
Jsoup 50.0 6.6 3.1 33.5 5.8 3.9 103.0
JxPath 20.0 15.8 5.0 10.2 10.9 3.3 65.3
Lang 40.1 2.6 2.3 47.8 2.2 0.3 95.3
Math 136.2 89.9 3.1 532.3 23.4 0.5 785.5
Time 73.8 39.0 11.0 48.2 32.0 1.2 205.1
Mockito 349.1 4.1 33.6 1112.8 4.7 1.3 1505.5
Closure 113.2 104.4 21.7 243.5 70.6 40.8 594.3

AVERAGE 68.5 28.5 8.1 138.8 12.5 4.4 260.8

patch as the expected values require the calls to additional functions, i.e., isScalarValue() and
isStartHandled(). In the current implementation, we do not include such function calls since it
may cause additional errors due to unknown side-effects [9, 64].

As for the large portion of bugs that VarDT can provide insights for manual debugging, besides
the running example shown in Figure 3, we further present another example. Listing 2 presents the
patch code. For fixing this bug, the second argument (i.e., MINE_CHUNK_SIZE) was replaced by a
conditional expression. To locate the fault-relevant variables, VarDT constructed the decision tree
and obtained the final candidate variables as shown in Figure 7. From the figure we can see that
the constructed branch condition in the tree model actually closely correlated with the failure (or
rather the same condition as that to be inserted in the patch), based on which developers will be
much easier to fix the bug. However, as it also can be seen that although VarDT is effective and
useful, it may also provide misleading messages. For example, the located variable maxResultSize
may guide developers to check the fault-irrelevant if condition in Line 828 in Listing 2, which may
wast manual efforts. Besides, since the equivalent variables (present in the same execution path
without re-assignment between them as explained in Section 3.3.1) are merged by VarDT and thus
the located variables may not always tell the desirable lines of code to be fixed accurately. As a
consequence, developers may be confused by the results. For instance, the located fault-relevant
variable isChunked appears at line 822 whereas the code change exactly takes place at line 827.
However, we argue that it is natural and reasonable since the line of code to be fixed may originally
not use such variables. In such cases, the traditional line-level fault localization potentially can
be further combined. In the future, we plan to further investigate the performance of VarDT by
combining with existing fault localization approaches, and incorporating more kinds of predicates,
e.g., function calls and global variables. Furthermore, we also plan to conduct a more comprehensive
study on the performance of VarDT in the real manual debugging process for assisting developers.

822 byte[] encodeBase64(byte[] binaryData ,boolean isChunked ,boolean urlSafe ,int maxRsltSize) {
823 if (binaryData == null || binaryData.length == 0) {
824 return binaryData;
825 }
826
827 - long len = getEncodeLength(binaryData, isChunked ? MIME_CHUNK_SIZE : 0, CHUNK_SEPARATOR);
827 + long len = getEncodeLength(binaryData, MIME_CHUNK_SIZE, CHUNK_SEPARATOR);
828 if (len > maxResultSize) {
829 throw new IllegalArgumentException("Input array too big , the output ... (" +

Listing 2. Patch code of Codec-9 from Defects4J benchmark.
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maxResultSize

isChunked

All Tests

Passed Tests

Passed Tests Failed Tests

≥ 𝟏𝟎𝟕𝟑𝟕𝟒𝟏𝟖𝟐𝟓. 𝟓

true

< 𝟏𝟎𝟕𝟑𝟕𝟒𝟏𝟖𝟐𝟓. 𝟓

false

Line: {822}

Line: {822}

Variables Score

Base64#byte[]#encodeBase64#byte[],boolean,boolean,int#isChunked-822 0.432
Base64#long#getEncodeLength#byte[],int,byte[]#pArray-969 0.240
Base64#void#encode#byte[],int,int#in-437 0.148
Base64#byte[]#encodeBase64#byte[],boolean,boolean,int#maxResultSize-822 0.125
...

In the table, the associated classes, methods (including return and argument types)
and line numbers of the variables are also presented.

Fig. 7. The built tree model and the final rank of candidate variables for Codec-9

222 public JsonToken nextToken () throws IOException {
- if(!_allowMultipleMatches && _currToken != null && _exposedContext == null){
- if((_currToken.isStructEnd() && _headContext.isStartHandled()) ){
- return (_currToken = null);
- }
- else if(_currToken.isScalarValue() && !_headContext.isStartHandled() && !_includePath
- && _itemFilter == TokenFilter.INCLUDE_ALL) {
- return (_currToken = null);
- }
- }

231 TokenFilterContext ctxt = _exposedContext;
...

272 JsonToken t = delegate.nextToken ();

Listing 3. Patch code of JacksonCore-15 from Defects4J benchmark.

Limitation and future work: As explained in Section 4.1, VarDT requires that at least three test
cases (including at least one failed and one passed) cover the faulty method, which may affect the
usability of our approach in practice since the accompanied test suite tend to be weak [55, 78]. In
such cases, the state-of-the-art test generation approaches [21, 22, 86] may be potentially combined
to overcome this limitation. Moreover, besides collecting the variable values like existing approaches,
our approach will also introduce the extra overhead for program dependency analysis and tree
model construction. However, since the overhead of these two processes is relatively small, i.e.,
16.9s on average, it can be acceptable in practice.

In addition, our approach locates fault-relevant variables by leveraging the enhanced decision
tree to construct the constraints and relations between variables. As presented in Algorithm 3, the
constructed conditions largely depend on the quality of given test cases. As a result, even though
the localized variables are correct, the constructed conditions (or variable constraints) may be still
meaningless, especially for bugs that involve complex constraints but weak tests. Additionally,
the predicates included in our current implementation are still limited, and VarDT estimates the
relationship between variables by catching the constraints of each variable separately, which may
also confine the effectiveness of our approach since some relationships may be hard to be estimated
by assembling standalone constraints, such as 𝑎%𝑏 = 0 and so on. On the contrary, VarDT tends to
perform better on conditional bugs (refer to Figure 4) due to their simple value scope (i.e., false
and true). To further improve the capability of VarDT for constructing complex relations, a more
effective tree condition construction algorithm that can incorporate domain knowledge will help,
such as program invariant inference [69, 89], which potentially can assist VarDT in constructing
more complex constraints and better catching the relationships between variables. We plan to
explore more effective tree construction algorithms and combine invariant inference in the future.
Finally, in our experiment, we only consider the bugs that can be located within Top-10 by the

method-level fault localization. When considering all the bugs, we have to collect variable values in
all methods covered by failing test cases, which is indeed time-consuming based on the time cost
shown in Table 11. However, in order to investigate the performance of our approach in such a case,
we have conducted an extra experiment over a subset of projects. Specifically, we employed all the
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Table 12. Results of VarDT on all methods

Project #Bugs Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 MFR MAR

Chart 16 3 8 9 11 9.0 11.3
Csv 13 1 5 5 6 12.9 19.5
Gson 14 3 4 4 6 10.4 20.1
Jsoup 73 5 11 18 23 77.4 88.8
JxPath 15 1 2 3 5 11.4 17.8
Lang 46 11 14 18 28 8.9 11.8
Math 57 9 17 22 31 12.0 20.6
Time 18 3 7 8 14 19.3 25.4

TOTAL 252 14.3% 27.0% 34.5% 49.2% 20.2 26.9

bugs (i.e. 252 bugs) that have at least three test cases covering the buggy method regardless of the
method-level fault localization. In other words, the bugs used in this study include those bugs whose
genuine faulty methods were not located within Top-10 by the method-level fault localization,
and VarDT collected the variable values in all the methods covered by the failed test cases. Then,
VarDT ranked all the variables based on their scores computed by Formula 8. Table 12 presents the
experimental results. As shown, Top-1/3/5/10 results of VarDT decreased by 39.1%, 30.6%, 27.1%,
20.8% respectively compared with the results over Top-10 methods. However, VarDT can locate the
fault-relevant variables at Top-1 for 14.1% bugs, which still outperforms the baselines. The results
further confirmed the effectiveness of VarDT. However, improving the running efficiency and the
performance of VarDT without the aid of method-level fault localization can further improve its
usability in real practice, we leave it as our future work.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The threats to internal validity mainly lie in the implementation and ground truth used in our
experiment. In order to ensure the reliability of our implementation, two authors have carefully
checked its correctness through code review, which can mitigate this threat to some degree.
Regarding the ground truth, we have provided a clear definition of fault-relevant variables, based
on which we manually analyzed the source code and measured the consistency of analysis results
by the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient. Therefore, we believe it is reliable. Additionally, the evaluation
result of VarDT in the patch filtering application also improves our confidence. However, there
may still exist fault-relevant variables that we were not aware of and thus were not included in
our definition, which may affect the results of our study. To facilitate the replication of our results
and provide a method for more comprehensive comparisons under different conditions in future
studies, we have published all our data and implementation.
The threats to external validity mainly lie in the used subjects. In our experiment, we only

adopted a subset of the bugs from the Defects4J benchmark according to the constraints introduced
in Section 4.1. However, since the studied bugs are from 15 different real-world projects, we believe
it can be representative to some extent. The effectiveness of VarDT on a wider range of projects
beyond Defects4J remains to be studied.

8 RELATEDWORK

8.1 Variable-based Fault Localization

Our approach targets the variable-based fault localization, the most related techniques are Uni-
Val [37], NUMFL [8], ESP [24], and Baah2010 [7], which have been introduced in Section 4.2.
Different from them, our approach locates fault-relevant variables by leveraging decision trees to
build variable constraints for discriminating failed and passed test runs, which is the first time as
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far as we are aware. Most recently, Wen et al. [72] proposed to employ statistical and mutation
analysis to isolate fault-relevant variables (named IsoVar). IsoVar is largely different from VarDT.
Specifically, VarDT locates fault-relevant variables by constructing isolation constraints using
variables while IsoVar depends on variable coverage; Moreover, VarDT considers intermediate
variables in compound expressions (e.g., conditional expressions in if statements) besides indi-
vidual variables whereas IsoVar does not. Besides, the statistical debugging [43] and its following
work [4, 16, 24, 31, 45, 90] are also related to our approach, which depends on test coverage to
compute the importance of a set of pre-defined predicates. On the contrary, our approach uses a
dependency-enhanced tree model to identify fault-relevant variables, but not simply their coverage.
In addition, existing studies also employed decision tree [12] or random forest models [73] in fault
localization. However, they were designed for improving the statement-level fault localization.
Similarly, Perez and Abreu [? ] proposed Q-SFL, which employs qualitative reasoning over method
arguments of primitive types and return values to refine the coarse-grained (e.g, line-level) fault
localization results, whereas our approach targets the variable level and additionally incorporates
the dependency factor for model building. In addition, invariant inference [18, 20, 69, 89] is also
related to our approach since both of them endeavor to identify interested variables by constructing
the variable constraints based on the dynamic execution of the program. However, they are also sig-
nificantly different. First, invariant inference identifies variable constraints by a set of pre-defined
templates. In contrast, our approach catches the constraints by a decision tree model. Second,
invariant inference takes only the variable values in the dynamic execution as inputs without
considering the static program dependency, which is an important component in our approach.
Besides locating fault-relevant variables directly, several studies use variable/value profiles

to boost statement-level fault localization. For example, a set of studies devoted to improving
statement-level fault localization by replacing the values of certain expressions with alternative
values in order to make the failed test pass [14, 28, 87]. Recent studies [51, 52] incorporated mutation
analysis to improve fault localization. Shen et al. [60] combined statistical localization with directed
fuzzing to overcome the over-fitting and estimation bias problem in fault localization. Different
from them, our work aims at locating the finer-grained fault-relevant variables directly.
Finally, there are also some interventional fault localization approaches depending on variable

values [83, 84], Compared with them, our approach is fully automatic. The latest studies also
employed different models to combine the strength of multiple techniques [29, 42, 80, 92]. These
techniques can be further combined with our approach and boost its effectiveness by providing a
more precise method-level fault localization result. In turn, our approach may also improve existing
techniques by integrating it into them.

8.2 Automatic Patch Filtering

In order to improve the patch quality (i.e., precision) in automatic program repair, researchers have
proposed a series of patch filtering techniques. Among them, test-generation-based techniques are
the most widely studied, and the core challenge is the lack of test oracles. Facing this challenge,
existing studies employed different strategies. Yang et al. [81] proposed Opad, which filters patches
that cause program crashes or produce memory errors. Xin and Reiss [77] proposed DiffTGen
which depends on human experts to provide the test oracle. While Xiong et al. [78] proposed
PATCH-SIM that estimates the test results by measuring the execution similarity of test cases
before and after repair. On the contrary, Tan et al. [65] pre-defined a set of anti-patterns that easily
produce incorrect patches for patch filtering. Recently, Ye et al. [82] proposed to employ a machine
learning method to classify the correctness of patches, while Wang et al. [70] and Tian et al. [66]
proposed to leverage deep-learning techniques to aid the identification of incorrect patches by
learning from historical data. Different from existing approaches, our work focuses on improving
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the fault localization effectiveness by providing finer-grained results, which can also aid the patch
filtering process but from a different perspective, and thus is orthogonal to them.

9 CONCLUSION

Fault localization is a hot research topic andmany approaches have been proposed in the last decades.
However, most of existing approaches targeted the precision problem, whereas the granularity
problem was paid much less attention. In this paper, we targeted the granularity problem and
proposed a variable-level fault localization technique, named VarDT, in which we designed a
novel program-dependency-enhanced decision tree model to aid the identification of fault-relevant
variables. We have evaluated the effectiveness of VarDT in both fault localization and patch
filtering applications by comparing with the state-of-the-art techniques. The results demonstrate
that VarDT significantly outperformed the baseline fault localization approaches with at least
268.4% improvement regarding the bugs located at Top-1, and also outperformed the state-of-the-art
patch filtering techniques by filtering 14.8%-181.8% more incorrect patches. The experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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